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S Y M P H O N I C   P R O J E C T

With this project, Trio MJC goes through the wide 
map of Argentine Popular Music through their own 
compositions, arrangements and orchestrations 
especially written for Symphonic Band and Trio 
Soloist.

A SOUND TRIP THROUGH ARGENTINA



HOW IS IT CONCEIVED?

In this interesting sound mixture, the aim is to highlight the 
potential of the MJC Trio musical concept, evoking the multiplicity 
of climates and landscapes, reflecting the variety of timbral colors 
that characterize Argentinian music, while allowing the work of the 
soloists to stand out in contrast to the orchestral mass, which has 
an elaborated and deep work in the score, that transcends the mere 
accompaniment.



SOUNDS OF TODAY

In the current scene of the Argentine Music for 
Symphonic Band, this project is positioned in a 
singular and innovative way, with a repertoire that 
combines the experience of Trio MJC members as 
popular music performers, with their solid 
academic training, to obtain, both in the score and 
interpretation, a unique and moving result.



JOURNEY

The Symphonic Project of Trio MJC was born in 2006 on the 
initiative of the Belgian Maestro Frank De Vuyst, who conducted 

at the premiere in 2007, the Symphonic Bands of Buñol and Dènia 
of the Valencian Community, Spain. 

Since then, the project has been replicated with various 
groups around the world, highlighting its participation at the 

Kerkrade World Music Contest 2017, one of the most 
important international festivals for symphonic bands, that 

takes place every four years in Kerkrade, Holland.



In 2010, they made their first recording with the Symphonic Band of the 
Medellin Music School Network, in Colombia, conducted by Maestro 
Frank De Vuyst and promoted by the Mayor's Office of Medellin. 

Sao Paulo Symphonic Band - Brazil. 
Conductor: Mtro. Roberto Farías. 

Ibirapuera Auditorium. Sao Paulo - Brazil. (2009) 



MJC Symphonic Band
Conductor: Mtro. Santiago Ruiz
National Festival of Folklore of Cosquín - Argentina (2010) 

National Gendarmerie Symphonic Band. 
Conductor: Mtro. Marcos Fernández. 

Libertador Theater. Córdoba. Argentina. (2008/2011) 

Symphonic Band of the Province of Córdoba
Conductor: Mtro. Roberto Farías.
Libertador Theater. Córdoba. Argentina. (2008/2010) 

Cubatao Symphonic Band. 
Conductor: Mtro. Roberto Farías. 

Brazil. (2015) 



NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL PRESS



THEY TELL US ABOUT THE PROJECT

ANDRÉS VALERO CASTELLS
Spain

"My experience, working 
with the extraordinary MJC 
Trio, was memorable. I had 
the feeling, at all time, of 

being surrounded by 
musicians as brilliant as they 
were genuine. It was a real 
pleasure to accompany the 
Trio and to share the stage 

with them." 

HADRIAN AVILA ARZUZA
Colombia - Argentina

"I have known the MJC trio 
for almost a decade, and 

during this time I have been 
able to witness its great 

growth. Its artistic proposal 
is characterized by its great 
originality and the pursuit 

of excellence. I believe that 
MJC is writing one of the 
most important pages of 

the popular music of 
Cordoba."

ROBERTO FARIAS
Brasil

"The competence, 
determination and audacity of 

MJC Trio are a model to be 
followed by the new genera-

tions of musicians. Their 
relation with  musical art 
occurs in a sublime and 

dynamic way, in which artistic 
work is placed in the 

foreground. The perfect 
mixture and constant musical 
connection of Trio MJC make 

this artistic project a Latin 
American reference of great 
relevance in the international 

musical and artistic scene."

FRANK DE VUYST  
Belgium - Spain

"The MJC trio personify like 
no other how three indivi-

dual characters can achieve 
to merge into a single musi-

cal identity, becoming some-
thing bigger than the mere 
sum of the possibilities of 

each of them." MJC's music 
is live music , music to be 

listened to and be seen, so 
that the viewer can get the 

dazzling energy that each of 
its members evinces during 
their performances MJC is 

music in its purest meaning: 
authentic, sincere, and of a 
quality hardly surpassable.”



REPERTOIRE

Own compositions
1. Viento nocturno - vidala (Jorge Martínez)
2. Al parque de los deseos - milonga (Jorge Martínez)
3. Hogareño - tango (Pablo Jaurena)
4. Retrato del aire - tango (Pablo Jaurena)
5. Davueltando - huayno (Jorge Martínez)
6. Borravino - tango (Pablo Jaurena - Damián Torres)
7. Chucha - huayno (Mauro Ciavattini)
8. Niño de sal - vidala (Mauro Ciavattini)
9. De Formosa a Córdoba - chacarera (Jorge Martínez)
10. La doble mano - chacarera doble (Pablo Jaurena - Jorge Martínez) 

Classic Tangos
1. La cumparsita (Gerardo Mathos Rodriguez)
2. Por una cabeza (Carlos Gardel)
3. Tanguera (Mariano Mores)
4. Taquito militar (Mariano Mores)
5. Danzarín (Julián Plaza)
6. Payadora (Julián Plaza)
7. Grillito (Horacio Salgán)

Tangos by Astor Piazzolla
1. Libertango
2. La muerte del ángel
3. Michelangelo 70
4. Verano porteño
5. Oblivion
6. Decarissimo 

Traditional Argentine Folklore
1. Pateando sapos - gato (Quique Fourcade)
2. El bailarín de los montes - gato (Peteco Carabajal)
3. La olvidada - chacarera (Hnos. Diaz - Atahualpa Yupanqui)
4. Grito santiagueño - zamba (Raul Carnota) 
5. Pal’ amigo - gato (Raúl Carnota)
6. La huanchaqueña - cueca (Motivo Popular)
7. Viejo corazón - bailecito (Polo Gimenez)
8. Donata Suarez - chacarera doble (Juan Falu - Carlos Herrera)
9. Al calor de la tierra - milonga sureña (Hilda Herrera - Kiko Herrera)

The music is composed and, in some cases arranged, 
by the members of MJC Trio and it is divided into four major conceptual groups.
From 2007 to these days, this project has included pieces such as:



CURRICULUM VITAE

Trio MJC is considered one of the most refreshing groups of contempo-
rary Argentine popular music, approaching tango and folklore from its 
roots, projecting it towards the future, with influences from jazz and 
classical music. 

MJC Trio debuted in 2006 at the National Folklore Festival of Cosquín 
(Córdoba, Argentina) after having won the Pre Cosquín contest. In 2013, 
the Trio received the Consecration Prize at the same festival. 

Trio MJC performed at the most important stages of Argentina and other 
countries in America, Europe and Asia, giving concerts in auditoriums, 
theaters and festivals in cities such as Buenos Aires, Barcelona, Beijing, 
Madrid, Brussels, Medellin, Stuttgart, Shanghai, Sao Paulo,  and others.

They have edited 3 albums: "Arreglos" (2007, Independent), "... El viento 
los amontona" (2012, Acqua Records), "Frutal" (2018, Acqua Records). 

They collaborated with artists such as Cecilia Todd, Juan Falú, Néstor 
Marconi, Chango Spasiuk, Ramón Ayala, Hilda Herrera, Raúl Carnota, 
Walter Ríos, among others. 

Since the beginning, they have also explored merging with different 
instrumental formations, expanding their expressive possibilities: typical 
tango orchestra, jazz sextet, symphonic orchestra, string orchestra, string 
quartet, etc. 



CHINA TOUR 2018 
Concerts and Masterclasses



DISCOGRAPHY

ARREGLOS (2007, Independent)

Trio MJC's debut album, where the axis is placed
on the preparation of arrangements of traditional tango and 
Argentine folklore, includes two original compositions.

.. EL VIENTO LOS AMONTONA  (2012, Acqua Records)

Trio MJC's second studio album, dedicated to the music of 
folkloric roots, records mostly a series of collaborations with 
important Argentine artists such as Juan Falú, Hilda Herrera, 
Ramón Ayala, Raúl Carnota, Chango Spasiuk, Raly 
Barrionuevo and Mariana Carrizo. Four own compositions 
are included. 

FRUTAL (2018, Acqua Records). 

Third studio album of Trio MJC, is totally integrated by their 
own compositions of folkloric root in instrumental format. 
They return to the trio format only, introducing a new color, 
the bass clarinet. 

TANGOS (2011, Medellin's town hall)

Symphonic album where Trio MJC 
records some of its most outstanding 
pieces for Band and Trio Soloist. In was 
recorded  in Colombia, in 2010, with the 
Symphonic Band of the Music School 
Network of Medellín, conducted by 
maestro Frank De Vuyst. 

FRANK DE VUYST  
Belgium - Spain

"The MJC trio personify like 
no other how three indivi-

dual characters can achieve 
to merge into a single musi-

cal identity, becoming some-
thing bigger than the mere 
sum of the possibilities of 

each of them." MJC's music 
is live music , music to be 

listened to and be seen, so 
that the viewer can get the 

dazzling energy that each of 
its members evinces during 
their performances MJC is 

music in its purest meaning: 
authentic, sincere, and of a 
quality hardly surpassable.”



Pianist, composer and arranger gradua-
ted as Professor of Composition at the 
National University of Córdoba, 
Argentina. Studied with Hilda Herrera in 
the CIMAP. He won a Young Creators 
Award as a soloist in 2007 and was a 
Scholar of the National Endowment for 
the Arts. He does a great job as a com-
poser and arranger for different instru-
mental formations in Argentina and 
abroad. He has worked with artists such 
as Suna Rocha, Teresa Parodi, Ramiro 
Gallo, Guinga, etc. He has participated in 
more than 30 record projects as an 
interpreter and arranger. He is a 
member of the Orquesta Típica Ciriaco 
and he is also the pianist of Damián 
Torres Quinteto. As a teacher, he 
worked at the National University of 
Córdoba, and Provincial Conservatories 
as Professor of Piano and Harmony. He 
offered workshops for pianists at the 
University of Antioquia (Colombia). 

Bandoneonist, arranger, composer and 
director. He is a Professor in Musical 
Composition graduated from the Natio-
nal University of Córdoba, Argentina. He 
studied with Hilda Herrera, Dino Saluzzi, 
Rodolfo Mederos and Julio Pane. He is 
Bandoneón Soloist of the Provincial 
Music Orchestra of Córdoba, Argentina. 
For 6 years he was Artistic Director of the 
Tango Orchestra of the School of Music 
of Medellín, Colombia. He directs the 
Orquesta Típica Ciriaco, Orquesta Escuela 
de Tango de Córdoba, and he is a 
member of Andrés Linetzky’s group. He 
has performed concerts and workshops 
in the United States, Germany, China, 
Japan, Holland, Spain, Belgium, Egypt, 
Peru, Ecuador, Colombia, Venezuela, 
Brazil, etc. As a soloist, he edited a book 
of arrangements, a solo bandoneon 
record and he directed his own sextet. He 
has played with artists such as Emilio 
Balcarce, Raúl Garello, Néstor Marconi, 
Atilio Stampone, Osvaldo Piro, Osvaldo 
Requena, Horacio Ferrer, among others. 

Wind instrument player, arranger, 
composer and director. Professor in 
Musical Composition graduated from 
the National University, graduated from 
the Provincial Conservatory and La 
Colmena Jazz School, Córdoba, 
Argentina. He studied with Marcelo 
Moguilevsky and Bernardo Baraj. He 
joined the Municipal Symphonic Band 
of Córdoba. Director of the National 
Meeting of Wind instrument players 
and the Andean Wind Orchestra Caña-
veral. Professor at the National Univer-
sity of Villa María (Cordoba Argentina). 
He was a teacher at the Manuel de Falla 
Conservatory, Buenos Aires, Argentina. 
He edited two wind arrangement 
albums that belong to Cañaveral 
project and he is finalizing his solo 
album titled "Vientisto". In 2017 he 
received a scholarship from Musiberia 
to make an artistic residency in 
Portugal. 

JORGE MARTÍNEZ PABLO JAURENA MAURO CIAVATTINI

ABOUT US



PEDAGOGICAL ACTIVITY

Graduated from National University of Córdoba - Argentina 
as Teachers in Musical Composition, the members of the 
MJC Trio are some of the most outstanding teachers of 
Argentine music today. 

Individually and as a Trio, from the beginning, they have 
given numerous conferences, masterclasses and workshops 
in festivals, conservatories and universities in Spain, Holland, 
Germany, USA, China, Peru, Colombia, Brazil, Argentina, 
Venezuela, among other countries. 

From 2010 to 2012 they were in charge of the artistic 
direction and pedagogical advising of the Tango School 
Orchestra of the Music School Network of Medellin, 
Colombia, performing numerous concerts in that country. 

Some of the subjects developed in their masterclasses and 
workshops are: arrangements; technical elements to 
interpret tango; technical elements to interpret Argentine 
folklore; the bandoneon in tango; the wind instruments in 
Argentine music; the piano in Argentine music; tango 
ensembles; wind ensembles; etc. 



THANK YOU!

www.triomjc.com


